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This invention-:relatesto slicing> machines and carriage is adapted to be moved toward» the Vcut
preferably to that type of slicingv machine which ting plane‘ofu the knife either by manual pressure
or -by-a meansr‘which continuouslyl feeds the sub
includes a circular knife;v
'I‘he primary object» oftthis invention is to pro stance-in a direction» towards the'cutting plane of
¿ 5l vide‘means whereby the knifemay be sharpened` the knife.' A gauge-plate «18 is provided'with a eo
effectively Aby means of a Sharpener which has a shaft v19 which `shaft is-slidable in the base and

very simple fbut effective mounting.`
Another-object ofuthis invention isito~ provide
means whereby‘thesharpener andthe guard over
v10;n the sharpener act 4also-‘as means for. guarding the
knife. t

adjustable longitudinally of the Aaxis of the‘shaft
19 to gauge the distance which the face of the

gauge plate18 is away from the-cutting plane
of the-knife, whereby the thickness of the slices 65;.
is determined »ine a manner‘which is .well known

Another :object of` .this invention. resides in the in the art to which `this invention pertains. A
provision of ya friction.À pivot vfor the. Sharpener toY pin 20 is also associatedy with the gauge plate V18
permit «the'sharpenerto be movedinto and „out to prevent turning of the gauge plate and to as-y
15` of operative position quickly. and. to maintain the sist theguiding ofthe plate V18 as it is adjustedV 7o`
to and from the cutting »plane of Vthe knife.
Sharpener in `operative orinoperative position.>
One Vof the arms -16 has pivoted thereto a Ycasing
A still .further object .of _this «invention resides
in „ the provision of. means` for. steadying the` 2l..v This casing,ì as is best illustrated in` Fig. 2,
is mounted on a pivot screw.` 22 screwed.. into the

Sharpener` duringthe .sharpening operation;

Other. objects of> this- invention will appear armnlö and provided With‘a lock `washer23 eXz- 75
hereinafter as. the description thereof proceeds, tending _through an opening in the lug 24 on the `
the novel features, arrangements, and combina casing.21.1V The lock .washer »not only holds the

tions,_ being clearlyi set forth' in the'appended screw-22 in adjustedfrpositionabut also acts as a
friction means whereby the casing for the grind
claims.
ing elementsinaylbe heldin adjusted position» 30
In
the
drawings
:.V
_
25'
Fig. 1 ‘represents aside elevational view'of a about its pivot.
Rotatably‘mountedonvthe- casing are- a pairFig. 2 is a plan view of the'sharpening mecha’-n of sharpening elements. One of these elements

slicing'machine“embodying my invention; ~

nism shown-'in Fig; 1,;looking-in the »direction of is'designated bythe reference numeral 26 and is

the cmain'grinder, and Vthe- other is the burr re- 5m.
Fig. 3 fis* as cross-section taken substantially moving disk` 27. rlîhe main grinder 26 has a ’

goïthe arrows-’Z-‘i-Z of Fig, 1;

shaft 28 -rotatably mounted-in thebearing 29` and

alongI the li'ne » 3-3 ‘ofvl Fig. 1;

Fig.' 4-'-is Ja‘viewflooking in Vthedirection 4-4
3m

prevented from: separation therefrom in any

suitable manner as in :the-modification shown in
Fi'g:~‘5 fis' aside elevational-.vview'rof a` modified Fig. 8, and to» beohereinaf'ter` more particularly 90-~

of Fig. 1;

'

t

form:` .offsharpenerrl as , viewed-:from: the opposite Y described.

The mounting‘for thelburr removing
side `of the ` slicing >machine >to `that lshown f or- `the ; element 27 is bestillustrated in Fig. 3 inA whichV
Sharpener in Fig...1; .

`

the reference numeral 30nrepresents a shaft -hav

Figi. 6 is afplanaviewof- the Sharpener shown’ in ing a collar `31 and a reduced portion 32 on which
the disk is> mounted» and secured inplace lthereon _g5-_
¿0% Fig. ‘5;.Lwhen >inlinoperative position ;
‘

Fig. 'I jisra'section -taken on the‘line'ïf-’T of

Fig.: 6;- and
45

by means of a nut 33 threaded to the end of the '

shaft 30.

The- shaft v30 is» rotatably mounted

Fig. 8 is a section taken on the line 8-8~of-~ withinia sleeve `34 `and‘is prevented from separa
tion therefrom by means of the collar 35 secured
Referring-¿now tottheedrawings, (Fig: >1) «the» thereto -by means of a pin' 36.` Interposed be- 100

reference-»numeral-10Hrepresents the base of ay tween the vcollar 35 and sleeve 34 are anti-fric
slicing machine provided with a knife supporting t tion rollers «.37 `which take the end thrust on the
bracket l1 which rotatably; supports theA knife. shaft 30<caused by the sharpening action of the

shaft «113, \ the ylatter `carrying »the rotatable. circu burr removing element.`
To Athe f sleeve 34Athere is secured a handle 38 105
50 f lar knife~14 guarded at thefleft hand and upper „ operating within >a -slot `39 and‘yieldingly urged '
portions Athereof by means „of“ thecircular guard,

55

15‘carriedby arms 16<secured~ tothe-upper side in-an >upward direction as viewed in Fig. 3 by
ofthe bracket111. The lbasesupports a recipro rneans` of a springf‘il) secured to the handle 38 at
catingwtable l’î‘upon` whichfthe substance to be one end` and' tofa stud 41 at :the other, the stud
‘ sliced isfplaced and.: the ~material placed onz this heingscrew threaded into the casing 21.

2
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In Fig. 2, the reference character 42 represents on the sleeve 59 and a nut 60, the sleeve in turn
a line perpendicular to the cutting plane of the being mounted to rotate on a short stub shaft
knife and the line 43-43 represents a line 61 threaded into the casing 62 and provided
through the axis of rotation of the shaft 30. It with a cover plate 63 to prevent the accumula

will be noted that the axis of rotation of the
shaft 30 is tilted slightly in a counter-clockwise
direction from the line 42 so that the left hand
side of the burr removing element will have its
left side contact with the knife as viewed in Fig.
2 or there will be a contact between the Sharpener
and knife at the point 44 as shown in Fig. l.

tion of foreign material on the threads of the
nut 60 and the head of the stub shaft 61. Anti
friction bearings 64 are interposed between the
sleeve 59 and a hardened steel race 65 whereby

an efficient bearing is provided for taking the
end thrust on the grinder 58.
The grinding element 58 is tilted at a de

85

Similarly the grinding element 26 will contact cided angle to the horizontal looking at it in the

with the knife at 45.
When it is desired to sharpen the knife, the
15 casing 21 is moved to the full line position shown
in Fig. l to bring the main grinders 26 into con
tact with the knife. As the knife rotates, the
grinder 26 also rotates by its engagement with
the knife. Due to the fact that the knife is trav
20 eling at a higher rate of speed than the grinding

element 26 the particles of abrasive of the
grinding element drag over the surface of the
knife with which the grinder is in contact, there
by producing a series of fine lines or scratches.
26 in the direction illustrated at 46 in Fig. 1, the
lines being greatly exaggerated for the purpose

of illustration. Similarly, the hardened parti
cles of the burr removing element 27 move in a
direction to produce similar scratches on the op

30 posite side of the knife thereby producing in ef

direction illustrated in Fig. 8, and is also in
clined slightly away from a line 66 which indi

cates a line perpendicular to the cutting plane
of the knife. The angular difference between
the axis of rotation of the grinding element 58

90

and the line 66 in a horizontal direction is in
dicated by the angle A in Fig. 6.
The burr removing element 67 illustrated in 95
Fig. 7 is mounted similarly to the burr remov
ing grinder in Figs. 1 to 4 inclusive, the same
being carried by a shaft 68 rotatably mounted
on a shaft 69 provided With anti-friction bear
ings 70. A screw 71 is threaded into the sleeve 100
and operates in the slot 72. A spring 73 is con
nected to the screw 71 at one end and to an ex
tension 74 of the screw 75 at the other to nor

mally hold the burr removing element in the

position shown in Fig. 7. The screw 75 also acts 105
fect a knife with small saw-like teeth at the pe
as a means whereby the angle piece 76 is held
ripheral edge thereof. While these teeth are in place on the casing 52, a pin 77 on the casing
relatively small, at the same time, the effect of acting as a means to prevent rotation of the an
making all of the scratches extend in the same
gle piece 76 about the screw 75. A lever 78 piv
35 direction is novel and produces a cutting edge oted at 79 to the angle piece 76 has the lower
lli)
which is very highly desirable. The burr re
moving grinder is maintained in engagement projection 80 thereon arranged in a position to
with the knife until the desired amountl of the engage the screw 7l and move it to the left when
knife is ground away and thereafter by manu the upper end of the lever 78 is moved toward
46 ally moving the handle 38, the burr removing the angle piece 76 whereby the burr removing
element is moved into engagement with the knife element 67 is moved into engagement with the
and removes the burr formed on the edge of the knife 50. The shaft 68 is displaced angularly
knife while at the same time producing the ñne through an angle B from the line 81 which illus
scratches on the edge of the knife already de trates a line perpendicular to the cutting plane
of the knife. The arrangement is the same as
45 scribed. The action of the burr removing ele
ment is more pronounced when an abrasive stone for the sharpening element 27 shown in Fig. 2. 120
is used as is shown in the modification of the in The lines formed by the burr> removing element
67 are indicated at 82 in Fig. 5.
vention in Figs. 5 to 8 inclusive.
The casing is provided with an operating han
Whenever a relatively deep cut is to be taken
50 by the grinding element 26, and it is desired t0 dle 83 secured to the casing by a screw 84 and
grind the edge of the knife in a true plane, I move spaced there-from by means of a sleeve 85 sur 125
the gauge plate 18 toward the cutting plane of rounding the screw 84 Thisloperating knob É
the knife until it engages the casing 21 as is best is used for moving the sharpener to and from its
illustrated in Fig. 4. This prevents any lateral operative position.
55 movement of the grinding element away from
Obviously those skilled in the art to which this
the cutting plane of the knife and a true bevel invention pertains may make various changes in 130
is ground on the edge of the knife.
the construction and arrangement of parts with

The casing 21 is prevented from moving be
yond the dotted line position shown in Fig. l

out departing from the spirit of this invention,
and therefore I do not wish to be limited except
by a stop 47 engaging the outwardly extending as hereinafter set forth in the appended claims.
lug 48 on the casing 21.
Having thus fully described my invention, what 135
In Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8, I have shown a slight I claim as new and desire to obtain by Letters
modification of my invention in which 50 rep Patent is:
resents the knife and 51 an arm corresponding to
l. In a slicing machine, the combination with
-î .the arm 16 shown in Fig. l. The casing 52 a slicing knife, of a gauge plate, a carriage mov
is mounted similarly to that in Figs. 1 to 4 in able past said knife to carry the substance into 140
clusive except that it has a pair of lugs 53 engagement with the knife for slicing purposes,
straddling the arm 51 and has a bolt 54 locked and a sharpener associated with said knife adapt
in place by a nut 55, the resiliency of the lugs ed to be moved into and out of sharpening asso
53 and the pressure of the nut 55 and bolt 54 ciation with said knife, said Sharpener while in
145
causing a gripping of the arm 51 so as to main
sharpening association with said knife being in
tain the casing in adjusted position by means operative position between the edge of said knife
of friction. A lug 56 engages with a stop 57 and said gauge plate whereby said gauge plate
similar to the stop 47 in Fig. l. The main grind can be moved into engagement with said sharp
.ing element 58 is secured between a shoulder ener to .form a rigid backing therefor during the
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sharpening operation ‘to prevent movement of its movement, and a gauge plateV movable` toiand
from the cutting plane of said knife for engaging
` 2. In a slicing machine, the combination with said- casing to prevent retrograde movement

said sharpener away from said knife.

a »slicing knife and table reciprocablel relative thereof and of said sharpening elementV away
`
to each other, a Sharpener for sharpening said from the cutting plane of said knife.
6. In a slicing machine, the combination with
knife, and a rigidly guided gauge plate for gaug
ing the thickness of the slices to- be out and mov a rotary slicing knife, of a Sharpener for said
able to and from the cutting plane of said knife knife'comprising a Sharpener support having a

and against said Sharpener when said Sharpener
is in operative sharpening position to hold said
Sharpener against movement away from the cut
ting plane of said knife.
31. In a slicing machine, the combination with
a slicing knife and table reciprocable relative to
each other, a Sharpener for!~ sharpening said
knife, and a rigidly guided gauge plate for gaug
ing the thickness of the slices to be cut and mov
able to and from the cutting plane of said knife

and against said sharpener when said sharpener

fixed position with respect to the’axis of rota

tion of said knife, a member movably mounted l

on'` said support for movement substantially par
allel to the cutting plane of said knife and re.
strained against movement other than in said
direction, continuously acting friction means of
appreciable amount forI holding said member in i
adjusted position, and a sharpening element on
said member for engaging one side of- said knife
adjacent the edge thereof when said member is
moved toward said knife, said friction means act

is in operative sharpening position tov hold said ing to resist pressure o-f said Sharpener against ‘
Sharpener against movement away from the cut said knife when manual pressure is applied to said
ting plane of said knife, said Sharpener being piv member.
'7. In a slicing machine, the combination with
otally mounted adjacent said knife edge and
having a friction pivot about which the same a rotary slicing knife, of a Sharpener for said
moves when moved to and from sharpening posi knife comprising a Sharpener support having a
tion whereby said Sharpener is held in any ad fixed position with respect to the axis of rotation
justed position about its pivot to which the of said knife, a member movably mounted on said
same is moved.

so

support for movement substantially parallel to

4. In a slicing machine., the combination with the cutting plane of said knife and restrained
a slicing knife and table reciprocable relative against movement other than in said direction,

to each other, a Sharpener for sharpening said
knife, and a rigidly guided gauge plate for gaug
ing the thickness of the slicesy to be cut movable
to and from the cutting plane of said knife and
l against said Sharpener when said Sharpener is in

105

continuously acting friction means of appreciable
amount for holding said member in adjusted p0

sition, a sharpening element on said member for
engaging one side of said knife adjacent the edge
thereof when said member is moved toward said 110
operative sharpening position to hold said sharp knife, said friction means acting to resist pres
ener against movement away from the cutting sure of said. Sharpener against said knife when
plane of said knife, said slicing knife having a manual pressure is applied to` said member, and
an additional sharpening element movably
knife guard over the top- and rear portions there
of and said sharpener being pivoted to said guard mounted on said member for movement against 115
about an axis substantially perpendicular to the said knife to remove the burr formed by said first
`cutting plane of said knife so that said Sharpener sharpening element.
8. In a slicing machine, the combination with
swings substantially in the plane of said knife
`to and from sharpening position, said pivot hav a rotary slicing knife, of a Sharpener for said knife
ing friction means associated therewith to resist comprising a Sharpener support having a ñxed 120
movement of said Sharpener about its pivot and position with respect to the axis of rotation of
to hold said Sharpener in adjusted position about said knife, a member movably mounted on said
its pivot.

support for movement substantially parallel to

‘
5. In a Sharpener for slicing machines, the the _cutting plane of said knife and restrained
against movement other than in said direction,
50 combination with a casing adapted to be pivotal
ly mounted adjacent the cutting plane of the continuously acting friction means of appreciable

amount for holding said member in adjusted posi
knife on an axis which extends substantially per
pendicular to the cutting plane of the knife, a tion, a sharpening element on said member for
main sharpening element inclined toward the engaging one side of said knife adjacent the edge
cutting plane of the knife in two directions hav thereof when said member is moved toward said`
ing an axis» of rotation extending generally in the knife, said friction means acting to resist pressure
same direction as the pivot and the inclinations of said Sharpener against said knife when manual

of the sharpening element being in a direction
to impart the desired bevel to thev knife, and in a
60 direction to bring one edge only of the flat side
thereof into engagement with the knife edge, and
to hold the opposite edge of the same surface

away from the knife during-the sharpening op
eration, a rotatable burr removing grinder having
its axis extending generally parallel with the
pivot for the casing but inclined slightly in a
direction toward the pivot and cutting plane to

pressure is applied to said member, and an ad

ditional sharpening element slidably guided on
said member for movement to and from the slic
ing knife for removing the burr formed on said
knife by said first sharpening element.
9. In a slicing machine, the combination with
a rotary slicing knife, of a Sharpener for said
knife comprising a Sharpener support having a 140
ñxed position with respect to the axis of rotation
of said knife, a member movably mounted on said

support for movement substantially parallel to
moving element into engagement with the knife, the cutting plane of said knife and restrained
the respective portions of the sharpening ele against movement other than in said direction, 145
ment. and burr removing element which contact continuously acting friction means of appreciable
with the knife being arranged on the same sides amount for holding said member in adjusted po

bring one side of the flat face of said burr re

of their respective .axes of rotation in the direc
tion of knife movement and being those sides
" 75

sition, a sharpening element on said member for

engaging one side of said knife adjacent the edge
which are first presented to the knife during thereof when said member is moved toward said 150

4
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knife, said friction means acting to resist pres
sure of said sharpener against said knife when
manual pressure is applied to said member, and
a rigid abutment in position to engage said casing
.5 when said sharpening element is against the side
of said knife and being located at the side of
said sharpening element away from said knife

knife, means for engaging said sharpener at a

point substantially directly opposed to the posi

tion at which said sharpening element engages
the knife to prevent movement of said sharpen
ing element bodily in a direction perpendicular to 80
the cutting plane of said knife, a limiting stop
for limiting the movement of said sharpener
to act as a means for preventing movement of said away from the cutting edge of said knife, said
Sharpener away from said knife.
sharpener being free to move toward said knife
110
10. In a slicing machine, the combination with in the direction of the plane thereof and remain 85
a rotary slicing knife, of a Sharpener for said in engagement with said knife as the sharpening
knife comprising a Sharpener support having a element removes portions of said knife and de
fixed position with respect to the axis of rotation creases the diameter thereof, whereby adjustment
of said knife, a member movably mounted on of said sharpening element bodily in a direction
l5 said support for movement substantially parallel toward and from the cutting plane of said knife
90
to the cutting plane of said knife and restrained is eliminated.
against movement other than in said direction,
A device as set forth in claim 13 in which
continuously acting friction means of appreciable the14.means
for preventing bodily movement of
amount for holding said member in adjusted po
sition, a sharpening element on said member for

engaging one side of said knife adjacent the edge
thereof when said member is moved toward said
knife, said friction means acting to resist pres
sure of said Sharpener against said knife when
I. 25 manual pressure is applied to said member, and
a gauge plate movably mounted for movement to
and from the cutting plane thereof having means
thereon for engaging the said member when in
operative position to prevent movement of said
Í 30. sharpening element away from said knife.
11. In a slicing machine, the combination with
a rotary slicing knife, of a sharpener for said
knife comprising a sharpener support having a
fixed position with respect to the axis of rotation
`35 of said knife, a member pivoted at one end there

of to said support for pivotal movement substan

said element away from said knife comprises a

gauge plate movable through successive posi 95
tions parallel to the cutting plane of said knife
and having a portion thereof adapted to en
gage said sharpener at a position remote from
its point of pivotal connection with said sup

port forv preventing movement of said Sharpener 100
away from the cutting plane of said knife.
l5. In a slicing machine, the combination with
a slicing knife, of a support, a carrier having a
sharpening element thereon and having a con

nection with said support such that said carrier 105
may be moved relative to said support to and
from said knife substantially in the plane of

said knife, to bring said sharpening element into
engagement with said knife, and a rigid backing
member for engaging said carrier on the Side 110

tially parallel to the cutting plane of said knife thereof away from said knife, at a point Substan
and restrained against movement other than in tially in direct opposition to the position at which
said direction, continuously acting friction means said knife and sharpening element engage to
of appreciable amount for holding said member
in adjusted position about its pivot, and a sharp
ening element on said member for engaging one
side of said knife adjacent the edge thereof when
said member is moved toward said knife, said
A45. friction means acting to torsionally resist pres
sure of said sharpener against said knife when
manual pressure is applied to said member in
a direction to bring said Sharpener against said
knife, whereby the pressure of said sharpener
against said knife may be controlled.
12. In a slicing machine, the combination with
a slicing knife, of a sharpener member mounted
for movement in a direction parallel to the cut
ting plane of said knife, a sharpening element
‘55- on said member, and a rigid backing member
` 40.

prevent yielding movement of said carrier and
element away from said knife.
115
16. In a slicing machine, the combination with
a slicing knife, of a support, a carrier having
a sharpening element thereon and having a con
neet-ion with said support such that said carrier
may be moved relative to said support to and 120
from said knife substantially in the plane of said
knife, to bring said sharpening element into
engagement with said knife, and a rigid backing

member for engaging Said carrier on the side

thereof away from said knife, at a point substan- 125
tially in direct opposition to the position at which
said knife and sharpening element engage to
prevent yielding movement of said carrier and
element away from said knife, said rigid backing
` operative when said element is in engagement member being mounted for adjustment to and 13.0
with said knife for engaging said sharpener mem from the cutting plane of said knife, whereby
ber to prevent movement of said element and the -pressure of said sharpener against the knife
said ñrst mentioned member away from said may be varied.
knife, said backing member being at a position
17. In a slicing machine, the combination with
substantially in alignment with the line of direct a slicing knife, of a sharpener pivoted on an axis 135
thrust on said sharpening element by said knife. substantially perpendicular to the cutting plane
13. In a slicing machine, the combination with of said knife, guard means for guarding the pe
a knife support, of a knife rotatably mounted on ripheral cutting edge of said knife, except at
65, said support, a sharpener pivoted to said sup the cutting position thereof, said sharpener be
port about an axis substantially perpendicular ing pivoted adjacent said unguarded portion of 140
to the cutting plane of said knife, a Sharpening said knife for pivotal movement to an operative
element on said sharpener eccentrically mounted position over the edge of said knife, with the
thereon with respect to the pivotal axis of said sharpening portion thereof in engagement with
sharpener, whereby said sharpening element may said knife, a gauge plate having the operative
be brought into engagement with the cutting edge surface thereof arranged substantially parallel 145
of said knife by pivotal movement of said sharp to the cutting plane of said knife, and mounted
ener about its pivotal connection with said Sup
for movement toward and from the cutting plane
port, restraining means for resisting movement thereof into the path of movement of said sharp
‘75' _of said sharpener toward the cutting edge of said ener, whereby when said gauge plate is in some 150
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of its positions, said Sharpener cannot be moved
into engagement with said knife, said gauge plate
having a position, however, in which it is out
side of the path of movement of said Sharpener,
whereby said Sharpener may be moved freely
about its pivot into engagement with the knife,
and the gauge plate thereafter moved against
said Sharpener` to prevent movement of said
Sharpener away from said knife, in a direction
10 perpendicular to the cutting plane thereof.
18. In a slicing machine, the combination with
a slicing knife, of a Sharpener support, a sharp
ener carrier having a sharpening element
carried thereby, a connection between said

5

carrier and support such that the sharp
ening element may be moved in a plane sub
_ stantially parallel with the cutting plane of said

knife into and out of engagement therewith,
said connection being located substantially to one
side of the line of direct thrust on said sharpen

ing element during the sharpening operation,
and means engaging said carrier on the opposite

side of said line of direct thrust, remote from
said connection to prevent springing of said
carrier and sharpening element away from said
knife during sharpening thereof.
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